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INTRODUCTION

IQSTAR is an advanced measurement software developed to perform efficient and accurate RF

and Microwave Circuit Test Flow. It allows verification, analysis and tuning of RF Circuit (LNA, MPA,

HPA, Filters) .

Linear conditions: S-parameter measurements can be used to display different Figures of  

Merits in real time mode

Nonlinear conditions: CW, Pulsed, 2-tones or modulated signals can be analyzed to evaluate  

different parameters (AM-AM, AM-PM, Gain Compression, IMD,VBW, ACPR,EVM,…)

IQSTAR’s Key features

Turn-Key software for agnostic measurement hardware  

Adaptive Calibration wizards for configurable test benches

Automated Test Flow with drag & drop customized measurement sequences  

Advanced and customizable display tools using Whiteboard Dataset viewer  

Speed up Design cycles and generate measurement reports

Think out of the box. Take control of your hardware asset and let IQSTAR run it like a state-of-the-art

measurement setup. Standardize your benches’ efficiency even with different instruments from one setup to

another because with IQSTAR, all instruments areequal.

IQSTAR does not require any

programming skills.

It offers the conviviality and the

flexibility of a turn-key professional

measurement software.

IQSTAR leverages your CAPEX

investment and unifies testing

prodecures in the labs
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BENCH CONTROL

Calibration Wizards

An Intuitive step-by-step menu performs and saves calibration parameters to the project folder.

Vector calibration menu allows different calibration methods: full 2-port, 1-port enhanced power cal. and  

1-port cal.

Receivers calibration corrects VNA receivers (vector calibration) or power sensors readings (scalar calibration)  

to DUT reference plan

Source power calibration allows setting input power level at DUT input reference plan

Absolute Power calibration displays the receiver’s linearity during power sweeps to insure measurement  

accuracies

Advanced measurements with

modulated signals

Setup Editor

The flexibility of the schematic editor allows to define a workspace which corresponds to target applications  

and available instruments.

Define the bench architecture  

Set hardware parameters  

Initialize and Measure

Scalar Measurement

Vectorial Measurement

Cost effective scalar measurements.  

Fast and accurate CW, pulsed and

Two-tones tests

Scalar & Vectorial Measurement
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BENCH CONTROL

S Parameter Measurements

Device tuning will be easier with trace history function. Display multiple iterations & measurements of your design  

on the same graph. Import S2P simulation files and compare it with measurements in different display format.

Predefined menus allow vi-

sualizing different parameters

calculated from S2P Files:

K or U factor  

Maximum gain  

Stable gain  

Gain circles  

Stability circles

User defined FOM…
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BENCH CONTROL

Continuous Waves Measurements

IQSTAR is an intuitive single connection active-device measurements software. It offers fast and accurate  

compression data at multiple frequencies.

Comprehensive device characterization method  

with Smart Sweep or 2D sweeps (Freq. per Power  

or Power per Freq.)

Different gain compression settings, from Linear  

gain, Maximum gain, relative compression…

Fast and easy input power level control at DUT

reference plan independently of the RF source

and driver amplifier drift or bias voltage drop

Extensive list of predefined parameters:  

harmonic power, OIP, return loss over  

frequencies & powers…

Power sweep per frequency

Smart Sweep:
IFBW=10kHz
63 freq. x 30 Power =1890points  
Meas. Time=1m30 s

Frequency sweep per power

Smart sweep
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BENCH CONTROL

Pulsed Measurements

Testing under pulsed DC and/or RF conditions allows the characterization of a DUT without degrading its  

performances because of self heating.

IQSTAR enables a seamless Synchronization of pulsed RF and Pulsed IV Measurements.

Easy definition of different timings withthe

Chronogram view

Connect the bench with AMCAD Pulsed IV  

Generators to accelerate pulsed IV andPAE  

measurements

Control average and peak power sensors for  

scalar pulsed measurements

Use built-in pulse capabilities of RF generators  

or drive external RF modulators connected toCW  

sources

VNA-based pulsed measurements in  

asynchronous mode are possible using cost  

effective hardware
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BENCH CONTROL

Intermodulation distortion (IMD)

Consideration of intermodulation distortion is very important for RF and MWcomponentdevice characterization.  

IQSTAR allows a fast analysis of IMD by enabling frequency, tones spacing and power sweeps.

Insure real-time 2-tone balance at the DUT  

reference plan independently of RF sourcesor  

driver amplifiers drifts

Measure intermodulation products using Vector  

Network Analyzers* or Spectrum Analyzers

Nested sweepsof IM3 measurements versus  

power levels and tone spacings

Optimize PA’s Video Bandwidth on the fly with  

real time measurements and trace history  

function.

* Only frequency-offset option required.
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BENCH CONTROL

Modulation signal

The growing complexity of wireless systems, imposes a thorough and detailed characterization of RF power

amplifiers using wideband signals. IQSTAR enables the measurements of high speed signal quality to evaluate

the performances of the DUT in terms of (EVM, ACPR, BER…)

Single setup connection to perform

CW, Pulsed, 2-Tones and Modulated

Signal analysis.

Measurement sequencing allowing

automation of a full characterization

process.

Support of different instruments and

vendors.

For new hardware (LAN, Visa, PXI), a driver

wizard allows to specify the modulation

form and the corresponding acquisition

mode through a set of SCPI commands.

Once the user-made driver is defined,

setup is initialized and measurements are

immediately started.

The nested loops menu will then leverage

these measurement capabilities through

drag & drop actions, to customize the

complete measurement sequence.

User-defined measurement sequence

with one-tone, tow-tones, pulsed, and

modulated signals has never been so easy.
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Sweep Plan

Automated measurements is an easy task with IQSTAR. Sequencing measurements with minimum human

intervention is a key to an optimal testing efficiency. One person can run multiple benches at the same time

too speed up testing capabilities.

Single setup and multi-setup configuration.

Measurement sequencing with loop and stop  

conditions

Predefined measurement windows

Measurements windows associated with specific  

bench architecture.

Possibility to save sweep plans withall  

parameters for future use.

Nested measurement sweeps capabilities.

Sweep Plan Example:

Bias the DUT

Launch one-tone Gain compression

measurements with nested sweeps

of bias & frequencies

Upload new measurement sequence  

Change file name

Start Video Bandwidth Characterization

Load a New Setup for modulation measurements  

Start EVM or ACPR Characterization

Generate your measurement report with the White Board

Through drag and drop actions, it is possible to define several works to be done, and play the complete

measurement scenario automatically.

The sweep plan will take benefit of all the GUI tools already available form the bench definition interface or

from the measurement interface. This way, defining a complete measurement task is possible, without any

programming skill requirements, and without any loss of flexibility.
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THE WHITE BOARD

Data Set Viewer

IQSTAR can generate multiple measurement data in a short time. If these measurement capabilities are

combined with the sweep plan feature, the user may face some difficulties to retrieve the key information

among all these data.

The Whiteboard was developed to

allow a maximum data exploration with

no compromise on the flexibility. Circuit

designers usually want to import those

measurement data into their preferred

simulation software to retro-fit their

design, and / or to check the agreement

between simulated and measured

performances.

IQSTAR’s Workspace enables to

duplicate your simulation visualization

environment in the lab.

In addition with the template offered to see the results

within your preferred simulators, IQSTAR offer a way to

define your visualization project, similar to the one used in

your simulator, and manage interpolated curves using the

Advanced Workspace.
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IQSTAR LIBRARY

IQSTAR is provided as a modular software solution, for an optimized budget and a maximum  
value proposition. Below is the matrix of options provided with IQSTAR.

Visualization

Linear &  
Nonlinear Meas.

Two-tones,  
Pulsed Meas.

Modulated Signals

Sweep Plan

Measurement Flow

CW
Pulsed

[S]
2

Tones

VBW
Modulated 

Signals

White Board  
IQS100A

Workspace (1)

Basic control(1) IMD Control (2) Sweep Plan (3)Modulation (3)

Advanced Workspace (2)

Bench Control  
IQS100B
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